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Disruptions in Hawaiian history, and the decreasing number of natural, environmental, and
linguistic resources, have proved to be detrimental for the land, culture, and people of Hawaiʻi.
Despite missionary impositions upon arrival in the 1820’s, hula (the traditional dance of
Hawaiʻi) has proved to be one of the major elements that prevailed through times of
colonization, illegal annexation, oppression, foreign ideologies, and banishment of Hawaiian
language. Though all aspects of hula were considered a heathen practice forbidden by colonizers,
there were still people that continued this traditional art form, but kept it hidden from the public
view.
Hula has become an internationally known performative art that is now taught, learned and
practiced in many countries including the United States, Canada, Japan, Mexico, French
Polynesia, Germany, Netherlands, Taiwan, Australia, and beyond by Hawaiians, Hawaiians-atheart, and admirers of the traditional dance1. With the advent of multimedia technology and the
Internet, hula has been brought into the homes of many, bringing awareness, but sometimes a
superficial understanding of this Hawaiian art. Hula is not the art that is often and continuously
exoticized by the outside world; it is an art that is rooted in the lived experiences of hālau (hula
school), kumu hula (hula master), kumu (teacher), haumāna (student), and ʻohana (family)
specific to the island chain of Hawaiʻi, but in recent decades to states, countries, and continents
far beyond our oceans. Hula captures Hawaiian knowledge systems (ways of knowing, being,
valuing, doing, teaching, and learning), including language, culture, protocols, history,
genealogy, music styles, adornments, instruments, community, responsibility, values, and more.
Though hula has indeed taken on various forms over the last two centuries and persisted
within the islands, the introduction to the world has proved to have its benefits, as well as
challenges. Examples are provided to demonstrate the traditional and contemporary practice of
hula, intersections and cross-currents linking Hawaiʻi of the past with the present. Additionally,
this paper explores the international benefits and local challenges globalization has on hula,
specifically discussing the socially and culturally embedded oral language, literacy and literary
knowledge rooted in hula. Each author addresses different components of hula, drawing upon his
or her own unique lived experiences as kanaka maoli (Hawaiian), born and raised in Hawaiʻi,
and practiced cultural understandings pertaining to instrument making, language (metaphor and
poetics) of mele, and hula away from the homeland.
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Hula Culture
Despite persistent attempts to destroy and eradicate hula from the Hawaiian culture, hula has
withstood the factions of colonization, pressures within and outside the community to conform to
Western ideologies. This art form has spanned the globe, and is now performed, taught and
learned across six continents: Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and Europe. With
this extensive expansion comes many benefits, but also presents numerous challenges for our
Hawaiian culture. The iceberg metaphor is adapted here, to illustrate common surface knowledge
and deep understandings of hula culture (Figure 1). Going along with a Hawaiian representation,
an island is used to represent typical, common aspects of hula that most people from outside the
Hawaiian culture and community would know, whereas the island mass below the ocean surface
signifies embedded, underlying, restricted, hidden, or least understood components of hula
culture; thus revealing difficulties in perpetuating hula knowledge. Dependent on the ebb tide
and flow, elevation of puʻu (hills) and mauna (mountains), time of year, location on the island,
and expansion of land, there will be unquestionably variability of what is known about hula per
individual. As Mi’kmaq scholar Marie Battiste reminds us
Within any Indigenous nation or community, people vary greatly in what they know. There
are not only differences between ordinary folks and experts, such as experienced
knowledge keepers, healers, hunters, or ceremonialists, there are also major differences of
experiences and professional opinion among the knowledge holders and workers, as we
should expect of any living, dynamic knowledge system that is continually responding to
new phenomena and fresh insights.2
Within the hula practice, there is an obvious diversification of knowledge, expertise, and cultural
awareness. The most skilled teachers and dancers are found in Hawaiʻi, who are grounded,
immersed and able to live and breathe in the rich culture every day. This does not in any way
discount the incredible kumu hula, haumāna, and hālau that live off island; many of whom were
born and raised in the islands and moved for various reasons. Some of the more renowned kumu
hula in Hawaiʻi have also opened up satellite hālau on different islands, states and countries
requiring frequent air travel. However, with the advancement of technology, hula is sometimes
taught through asynchronous and/or synchronous technology, which allows kumu hula and
haumāna to learn and practice as a hālau regardless of geographic location.
The plurality of knowledge attainment impacts what hula practitioners come to know and
understand. The knowledge bank varies tremendously depending on language use, level, and
understanding, years of dance experience, cultural exposure, plant identification and uses, and
more. The island metaphor identifies some of the many aspects that make up the traditional art
and impacts the survival of hula culture. An absence of any one of these qualities distinguishes
kumu hula, instructor and dancer from one another. Like any profession, individuals must
continue their practice and training to be among the elite in their field. Similar with hula, this art
too requires continuing education, including practice, language learning (if not fluent), and
cultural immersion (if not living in Hawaiʻi). All of these components can be acquired, learned,
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enhanced or refined, thus developing into the best practitioner one can be based upon available
resources.
Figure 1: Island metaphor of understanding of hula

Living Hula: Traditional and Contemporary Practice, Intersections and Cross-currents
This section presents examples demonstrating the traditional and contemporary practice of hula,
intersections and cross-currents linking between Hawaiʻi of the past with the present. Examples
pertaining to specific aspects of hula are shared as it relates to instrument making, language
(metaphor and poetics) of mele, or song and chant, and continuing the practice while away from
the homeland of Hawaiʻi.
Three of the authors grew up in Hawaiʻi following the bombing of Pearl Harbor, when
Hawaiʻi was a territory of the US, and at a time when there was an increase of visitors to the
islands. Hula was portrayed as frivolous and not a traditional art form embedded in an
Indigenous culture. Additionally, the exploitation of hula girls as an iconic figure was prominent
in print campaigns. Hula girls were fair skinned, dressed in coconut bras, with sarong, grass or
cellophane skirts and permeated Hollywood films.3 One author of a different generation grew up
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at the beginning of the Hawaiian language revitalization movement with a resurgence of
Hawaiian culture, pride, and identity.
Hula, A Dance of Hawaiian Language
The Hawaiian language composed poetically and presented melodically in mele, carries the
meaning in the art. Hula without the conventional use of its characteristic Indigenous language
would not exist as a specific art form. The language encodes the values and knowledge of the
Hawaiian people in a unique cultural way of being. As hula is learned and performed in many
places outside of Hawaiʻi, it reinforces the importance of Hawaiʻi remaining true to the
substance of hula’s personification through its own Indigenous language. Hawaiian speaker,
professor, and haku mele (composer), Larry Lindsey Kimura provides examples of mele and
discusses the poetic language, meanings and genres associated with the hula. Growing up in the
small rural town of Waimea on Hawaiʻi Island, Kimura heard Hawaiian as a spoken language
from his grandmother, and his grand aunts and uncles on a daily basis. He continued his study of
the language at Kamehameha Schools under Dorothy Kahananui and later began teaching
Hawaiian at the University of Hawaiʻi Mānoa in 1971. Kimura is currently a professor of
Hawaiian language studies at the University of Hawaiʻi Hilo. In the mele provided below, he
includes an updated spelling of the Hawaiian lyrics and offers his own English translations.4
In ancient times, the many sacred hula were taught as hula kuahu (hula adhering to the
maintenance of a hula altar for Laka, the goddess of the hula), that required the school of hula to
follow strict rules of behavior and ritual with appropriate offerings and prayers of supplication
composed appropriately in the language.5,6 The following, Pule Hoʻoulu No Laka, (prayer for
inspiration consecrated to Laka),7 exemplifies the acknowledgement of the higher realm and the
invocation in accord with Laka, to grant inspiration for engaging in the creative skill of hula
(Figure 2). This traditional prayer summons the deity to allow entry to her instruction and brings
to cognizance for both student and teacher, the discipline of hula.
Figure 2: Pule Hoʻoulu No Laka8
Pule Hoʻoulu No Laka
ʻO Laka mai uka, ʻo Laka mai kai
ʻO ka hoʻoulu a Laka
ʻO ka ʻīlio nāna e haehae ka ʻaha
ʻO ka maile hihi i ka nahele
ʻO ka lei lauʻī pala lei ou e Laka
ʻO Laka ʻoe, ʻo Laka ʻoe ʻo ka wahine noho i ka lipo
I ka uluwehi palai nei lā ē e hoʻi
Hoʻi mai a ke kahua leʻaleʻa o kāua nei lā
Hoʻoulu ʻia
E hoʻoulu mai ana kā ʻoe iaʻu i kou kahu
ʻO wau kā ka luahi a ka waimaka
ʻO kuʻu makamaka ʻo ʻoe
ʻO ʻoe hoʻākua, ʻo wau hoʻokanaka
ʻO kāua pū nō i laila
ʻO ke aloha, ʻae.
E Laka e hoʻoulu ʻia, ʻae

Prayer for Inspiration Consecrated to Laka
Laka from inland, Laka from seaward
(So complete) is Laka's inspiration
The dog that shreds the ceremony
The climbing maile vine in the forest
The ripened tī leaf lei is yours, Laka
You are Laka, you are Laka the woman that dwells in dark verdure
In the lush palai fern growth, return
Return to our stage of pure enjoyment
Let there be artistry
You indeed incite me your guardian
I indeed am the victim of tears
You are my intimate friend
You be the godly and I be the human
You and I both to be there
Here is my expression of love, indeed
O Laka let there be inspiration, yes indeed
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In this hula prayer, the student and teacher of hula, recognizes that Laka, or hula, is all
encompassing (from inland to the seaward) and not the slightest imposition shall deter the
absolute focus to Laka, as underscored by the clashing comparison to a rancorous dog that shreds
the hula ritual. Respect must center on Laka who is embodied in the growth of maile vines, one
of the kinolau or body forms of Laka used to adorn her altar. She wears the yellow tī leaf as her
adornment, implying that the deity favors the color yellow. She dwells in deep, lush growth of
palai ferns, another body form of the goddess used to decorate her altar. This fern, like other
ferns, seems to sprout in profusion on their own accord, thus the implication of spontaneous
multiplication, desired for artistry. To this setting the art of hula is entreated, imploring
inspiration as key to the essence of performance, assigning the student of dance as the caretaker
of this spirit to a point of even becoming possessed by the substance of dance (the victim of deep
emotions), yet always being reminded that the dancer remains the human and that Laka is still
the deity, as both become one in the dance.
Figure 3: Mens dance in the Sandwich Islands by Louis Choris (1795-1828)9

When the student observes the rituals in the traditional school of hula, direct instruction from the
hula master begins, leading eventually to some anticipated performance of the art. The words
from a hula kaʻi (entry dance) titled Mele Pule Kāhea (Supplication)10 provides the setting for
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the actual hula presentation, which continues to hold the dancer in one with the higher spirits of
the craft (Figure 4). Through warm summons of emotions the dancer(s) falls into a dream state
only to be awakened unto another domain by the deities of hula in the form of Hālaulani and
Hoakalei, by melodic sounds as of birds upon the mountain ridges where resides the soul of
dance personified through nature in the uplands of lush greenery, filled with artistry, is beckoned
to be at the stage of the performance. Then once the entry dance is conducted, the dancer(s) is
now in position and poised for the actual program of hula.
Figure 4: Mele Pule Kāhea (Hula Kaʻi)11
Mele Pule Kāhea (Hula Kaʻi)
Kau ka haliʻa i ka manawa
He hiamoe koʻu
Hoʻāla ana ʻoe
ʻO ʻoe ʻo Hālaulani
ʻO Hoakalei
Me he manu e kani nei
I ke kuahiwi i ke kualono
Kuʻu moho lehua, kuʻu moho kiʻekiʻe i uka
I uka hoʻi au me ʻoe e Laka ē i ka nāhelehele
I hoa kaʻana no ia kuahiwi, ke kualono
E hoʻi mai

Supplication
Tender recollections are summoned through my emotions
I am taken by a dream
You awake me
You O Hālaulani
O Hoakalei
Like a bird sounding its call
In the mountains, upon the ridges
My expert champion, my exalted hero of the uplands
It is there in the heights that I am with you O Laka, in the lush greenery
As a companion sharing that mountain, that ridge
O return to this setting

Hula kahiko, or ancient hula, commonly honor the gods and personages of godly rank,
such as the ruling class of chiefs and chiefesses. There were also more secular themes
commemorating events and places and a variety of social human interactions. A subject common
to Hawaiians, and to all people of the world, is the topic of romantic affairs. The following
composition, Ka Maiʻa Lau Pala (The Yellow Leafed Banana),12 brings us quickly to historic
Hawaiʻi of the late nineteenth century (Figure 5). An apparent physical attraction, accentuated by
the eye-catching yellow leaf of the maoli banana (a tall growing variety with sweet yellow fruit),
brings about a brief sexual interlude (ending up with a towel of sweat) and prompts the female
partner to compose a song expressing her irritation about a "glamour boy" who goes about
strutting his good looks to other potential "nearly ripened ʻōhiʻa fruit". But the fact that the
composer takes the time to engage in witty verses, alludes to her possible liking this "yellow leaf
banana" (standing out attractive), and as she asks, "Now, what's so wrong with me that makes
you turn away and ignore me?" She indulges in risky teasing by saying she would only choose
the best anyway, favoring the leaf buds of the lehua tree and the lehua flower itself, as prime, not
to be swayed by "Mr. Puakaʻilima - the choice ʻilima flower" himself, a mere illusion of a
possible choice. The composer engages her cultural knowledge of various native Hawaiian plants
to weave her play of emotions, presenting the hula master with an imagery of thoughts and color
to transpose the verses of this mele into the physical movement of hula.
This brief overview of three Hawaiian mele hula exemplifies the range of hula's
connections from its spiritual foundations to its secular manifestations, all embodied in the
noteworthy human quality of language use, each having the quality of celebrating a different way
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of being. The Hawaiian language and hula is another awesome way to express life from a unique
way of knowing the world.
Figure 5: Ka Maiʻa Lau Pala13
Ka Maiʻa Lau Pala
ʻAuhea wale ʻoe e ka maoli
Ka maiʻa lau pala o ke kuahiwi
Kaena ana ʻoe i kou kanaka uʻi
I nā hua ʻōhiʻa pala hāʻama
E kiʻi nō wau i ka wēkiu
ʻO ka liko ka lehua ke ʻako mai
ʻAʻole ʻoe aʻo Puakaʻilima
E memele kohu ai nei poʻohiwi
Eia au me Puakalehua
Kohu ai ke kaunu ʻana i laila
He aha nō lā kaʻu hala nui
Āu aʻe pāweo ʻike ʻole mai
Kohu ʻole kahi mea o ka liʻa ʻana
ʻO kahi kāwele pulu i ka hou
Hāʻina ʻia mai ana ka puana
Ka maiʻa lau pala o ke kuahiwi

The Yellow-Leafed Banana
Pay attention O maoli
The yellow leaf banana of the mountain
You show off your handsome looks
To nearly ripened ʻōhiʻa fruit (waiting to be plucked)
I'll get mine at the top
The lehua leaf buds are what I pick
You are not Mr. Puakaʻilima - the choice ʻilima flower
To grace these shoulders in yellow
Here I am with Mr. Puakalehua - the flower of the lehua
A perfect match for love making
Now what's so wrong with me
That makes you turn away and ignore me
So unseemly to have lusted
To end up with a towel wet with sweat
Tell now of my thoughts
For the yellow leaf banana of the mountain

Hawaiian Craftsman: The Makings of Pahu Hula
From 300AD to 1200AD, Pacific voyaging from French Polynesia to Hawaiʻi occurred for
reasons of settlement, and then political alliances between houses of the respective royalty.
Hence it is no surprise that widespread similarities are found throughout Polynesia. This holds
true for pahu (drums), which have their origins in French Polynesia where our ancestors
migrated from, though design similarities or differences will not be presented here. Traditional
hula were danced prior to the introduction and adaptation of string instruments (i.e.‘ukulele,
guitar, and standup bass), which are now characteristic of contemporary hula songs. Dennis
Kanaʻe Keawe, practicing Hawaiian master craftsman since 1968 shares of a lesser-known
subject of crafting pahu hula (dance drum) used in the presentation of our older traditional
dances, the hula ‘olapa. Keawe has fine-tuned his skills to closely approximate design,
proportions and appearance, to older known pahu found in publications and in museum
collections around the world. He also learned hula under the direction of Hoakalei Kamauʻu,
Edith Kanakaʻole and Pele Suganuma.
According to Keawe, “a craftsman is a nobody without the natural resources of his
environ,” which includes woods used to carve hollow vessels, sharkskin to top it off, and coconut
husks for lashing and cordage. The aforementioned materials are not readily available at local
hardware stores, requiring a keen eye when harvesting and collecting raw and natural resources
often relying upon external assistance. Through various networks and perhaps luck of
convenience, craftsmen harvest trees from recent clearings, sharkskin from a fishing friend or an
excursion, and sennit (coconut cordage) from remaining cultures who still continue this practice.
Each selected wood has different characteristics, presenting varied workability. The niu (Cocos
nucifera or coconut) is pithy in workability, whereas ʻulu (Artocarpus altilis or breadfruit milo
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(Thespesia populnea or Portia Tree) and kou (Cordia subcordata) are more durable woods that
range in sculptural difficulty.
Throughout Keawe’s many years of experience, an expression from his ninth grade woodcarving instructor has resounded since, “The block of wood contains the finished project within.
You must bring it out.” More easily said than done, this statement decades later still holds true.
Sometimes a project begins only for it to be revisited and completed months or years later. This
lull is not a waste of time, but rather a duration that allows the carver creative articulation to
transfer through the pahu hula.
In 2009, Keawe was invited to lecture at the ʻImiloa Astronomy Center during the 47th
Annual Merrie Monarch Festival in Hilo on plants used to create traditional hula instruments.14
This timely event prompted him to revisit a dormant pahu hula project, which started twentythree years earlier. Detailed carving from roughed out forms began to take shape and each “little
man’s” personality began to develop, one by one. No two have the same gesture or facial
expression. According to Keawe, each figure questions, “Why me? What am I doing here?” This
design is indicative of the mindset of the early Hawaiian chiefs who defeated enemies, capturing
and commemorating that moment in time . . . forever.
Figure 6: Kanaʻe Keawe carving hula pahu Namaka. Photographed by Kekoa Burgess
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On close examination and study of ancient Hawaiian woodwork, it appears that valuable
wood items were coated with pāʻele, a black finish created by a concoction of carbon-black soot,
various vegetal fixatives and liquids. Keawe created a pā‘ele comprising soot, kerosene, and a
commercial black stain, which then was hand rubbed and applied to the pahu with numerous
coats. The next step involved calculating the lashing perforations of the tiger shark skin. Before
lashing begins, a layer of kapa (barkcloth made from wauke [Broussonetia papyrifera or paper
mulberry]) is fixed to the rim of the open chamber. The kapa layer allows the sharkskin to ride
an intermediate zone between membrane and wood allowing slight movements due to
temperature and humidity. Collections of old pahu have this feature and Keawe has followed
suit, erring on the side of traditionalism. Lashing was an all day ordeal, with completion
occurring only two days before the premiere of his pahu hula.
Keawe’s presentation attracted a full audience, compromising fire marshal’s capacity. His
talk began with an explanation of all the known hula instruments and their botanical origins,
followed by the reveal of hula pahu Namaka, meaning many eyes or beginnings. The unveiling
of Namaka culminated with participation by two outstanding proponents of chant and dance Kalena Silva,15 and Miss Aloha Hula16 2008 Kuhi Suganuma.17 Using Namaka, Silva chanted a
rarely performed mele of Poliʻahu, the snow goddess of Mauna Kea, whilst Suganuma danced an
original choreography to the mele composed by her great grandmother Mary Kawena Pūku‘i.18
This was the perfect context to introduce this pahu hula, which drew in many community
scholars, academics, and hula practitioners from Hawaiʻi and beyond.
There is much more than meets the eye in the vision, creation, and completion of a pahu
hula with the intention to pair it with a hula. Accompanying the pahu hula and moving toward
the realm of hula requires the chanter who recites the mele and drums the pahu, the dancer who
expresses meaning through movement, motion, and adornments, and the language that tells of
the story. Without this combination of practices, the mele Poliʻahu, as performed by Suganuma,
would not have been showcased that day. “Hula was a final extension of this poetry in the form
of stylized visual accompaniment, and the movements alluded to selected words of the texts.”19
The experiences learned, shared and demonstrated by Keawe stems from decades of
research and practice. There is sense of comfort and achievement for Keawe, as similar to other
practitioners, when many followers of our culture express appreciation. It is with this satisfaction
that the passion and fervor of Hawaiian culture will generate concern to continue our language,
dance, and arts and crafts of our ancestors.
In Practice: Hula as a Cultural Connection
At the turn of the 19th century, much of the Hawaiian way of life, culture, values, beliefs,
ideologies, were disturbed, wreaking havoc on the island nation and community. This once
highly literate country, was now required to shift to English - the language of power - with an
1896 ban on using Hawaiian as a medium of education in both private and public schools. In
1978, Hawaiian was recognized as an official language, followed by the repeal of the ban in
1986.20 With this language and cultural shift, came a flux of transfer of Hawaiian knowledge
between generations and connection to the land and place. As Hawaiʻi catered to tourism, some
9

Figure 7: Kalena Silva (left) and Kuhi Suganuma (right) chanting and dancing to Poliʻahu with hula pahu
Kekuolokuikaulukumuakea. Photographed by Pelehonuamea Suganuma Harman.

residents found it difficult to remain in the islands due to increase of cost of living and decrease
in job opportunities (i.e. the close of the sugar plantations) requiring families to move and
relocate. This was the case for both Louise Janet Leiola Aquino Galla and Candace
Kaleimamoowahinekapu Galla, mother and daughter, both of whom were born and raised in
Hawaiʻi, Kalihi and Pahala respectively.
Leiola Galla, a kumu hula, first began hula at a young age of three years old with her
mother and three sisters. Though her interest was in softball, her Filipino father would say, “If
you are going to play baseball, you are going to dance hula.” Her first kumu hula was George
Lanakilakekiahialiʻi Naʻope,21 whom she danced under until she was sixteen years old. She also
learned from other kumu hula which have included Bella Richards, John Piʻilani Watkins, Edna
Aguil, Edith Kanakaʻole, Johnny Lum Ho, and Leilani Sharpe Mendes. Leiola Galla has taught
hula extensively in Hawaiʻi, Oregon and now in Arizona. Candace Galla, began learning hula at
a young age as well, similar to her mother and also not by choice. She learned her basics from
Edna Aguil, and then studied under her mother for most of her childhood and teenage years.
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Other kumu she learned from include Bradley Keaupunikapu Cooper and Holua Stender, both of
whom taught her at Kamehameha Schools. Despite their earlier resistance to hula in their
younger years, both women developed a deep appreciation and love for hula, retaining a direct
connection to their culture.
Figure 8: Leiola Galla (right), Candace Kaleimamoowahinekapu Galla (left), and seniors dancing hula in Arizona.
Photographed by Rufino Candido Galla.

Hula has provided an education and relationship with Hawaiian language, culture,
knowledge, history, land and place. Though Hawaiian language was not spoken in the Galla
household, hula provided a foundation to the language. When the family moved to the mainland,
this brought about new dynamics and dimensions for Leiola Galla’s practice. No longer could
she physically take students to visit landmarks that were mentioned in the mele, smell the
flowers, embrace the wind, feel the rain, swim the beach, draw upon the mana (divine power)
from the land, and handpick foliage for adornments. Despite the distance from Hawaiʻi, Leiola
Galla was able to bring her decades of knowledge and experience to those who wanted to
reconnect with their roots in the islands, as well as introduce hula to those who were very
interested in learning our traditional art.
Leiola Galla ensured that her students learned components embedded in each mele they
danced, which were inclusive of the phrases, literal translation, kaona (hidden or concealed
meaning), composer, background story, significance of the place names, landmarks, natural
elements, aliʻi (royalty) and akua (gods). Hula is shared to be more than basic dancing and going
to hula class every week. According to Naʻope
“The hula is Hawaiʻi. The hula is the history of our country. The hula is a story itself it
it’s done right. And the hula, to me, is the foundation of life. It teaches us how to live and
how to be, it is the ability to create one’s most inner feelings and no one else’s.”22
As shown earlier in the island metaphor, hula is about traditional beliefs, honoring and respecting
traditions, lei (leaves, vegetation, flowers), outfit, basic fundamentals, rules, creative expression.
The aforementioned characteristics pay tribute to and perpetuate the lineage of the kumu hula.
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When Leiola Galla opened her own hālau, Naʻope wanted her to teach her own choreography
and to be creative in her art. Even though some motions would differ from her own kumu hula,
the foot movements, body position, and essence of her style would remain virtually the same,
thereby carrying on his lineage.
Living in Canada, Candace Galla, a professor with a specialization in Indigenous
language education and revitalization, offers a course titled “Living Our Indigenous Languages
Through Our Cultural Arts” at the University of British Columbia. She shares that “hula and
mele—songs and chants are a tribute to what has been carried forward from generations past.
They have withstood the factions of colonization and the test of time.”23 The course goals and
objectives for her class are listed below (Figure 9) and conclude with a hōʻike, showcasing what
the students have learned before a public audience (Figure 10). In addition to the aims for the
class, she also embeds the six Rs — relationality,24 respect, responsibility, relevance,
reciprocity,25 and resiliency26 as it relates to cultural arts and language revitalization.
Implementing the six Rs as part of the teaching and learning provides an additional structure and
context to the foundational practice of hula. Her students leave the course with a deeper
understanding of the art, culture, language, but also carry a burden of responsibility with this
knowledge.

Figure 9: Living Our Indigenous Languages Through Our Cultural Arts - Course Goals & Objective
Course Goals & Objectives
Understand, discuss and articulate:
!The art of hula
!Foundation of hula: foot movements, hand motions, including Hawaiian names and pronunciations
!Basic understanding of the differences between hula kahiko (traditional) and hula ʻauana (modern)
!Historical, social, and political contexts of hula, both traditional and contemporary
!Learn the histories and mythologies behind the creation and performance of various hula, associated with mythology,
aliʻi (royalty), plants, place names, etc.
!Importance of hula and mele (songs and chants) on the Hawaiian language and culture
!Spoken language vs. sung language
!The influence of music on learning language (music and the brain)
Demonstrate and perform:
!Hula kahiko and hula ʻauana choreographed by the instructor
!Lyrics and words of the hula
!Learn how to perform several hula in unison, and the relationship between movements with the significance of lyrical
content in a mele (song) or oli (chant) combined with the occasions for which one is dancing
!Learn how to prepare adornments for each specific hula
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Figure 10: Hōʻike in the Great Hall (Museum of Anthropology, University of British Columbia) - July 2012.
Photographed by Taylor LaVallee.

Global Benefits, Local Challenges
Hula is a living, breathing entity that has evolved over centuries within the Hawaiian culture,
flourishing in numerous countries around the world. This transformation over time has proved to
have consequences to the art and the culture of Hawaiʻi, presenting global benefits and local
challenges.
With the continuous advancement of technology, hula is accessible for people to learn
around the globe through YouTube videos and DVDs, posing a challenge in that learning in this
fashion can become disconnected, creating a situation where the learner does not engage
intimately with details pertaining to the hula. The lack of familiarity and understanding of the
language and culture often results in a surface level representation of the hula. Globalization has
marked hula at a lesser level of sophistication than what can be taught through traditional
instruction. However, with this understanding, demand for bringing, or importing, traditional
modes of teaching hula to a foreign country, or even another state in the United States has
already occurred.
The spread of hula has also produced more hālau (and younger kumu hula), thereby
challenging kumu hula to be more creative in their craft, distinguishing their school from the
next. Sometimes this creativity has created new steps, beats, expressions, adornments, costumes,
and so forth, pushing the boundaries of our traditional art.
Globalization has benefited hula by popularizing it to world-wide recognition and has
offered financial gain for Hawaiian hula teachers as they travel overseas to engage in hula
instruction. Many reputable and recognized culturally authentic hula teachers demand high prices
for their teaching in countries outside of Hawaiʻi. This in fact stimulates the learning of hula by
foreigners even more. It is an Indigenous art form that has become popular in several foreign
countries where learners expect to pay money to learn it. Hula as customarily taught in Hawaiʻi
is not conducted as a profit making venture.
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However, thanks to a handful of people who maintained the integrity of traditional
Hawaiian hula, it is no longer only a commercialized art for the benefit of Hawaiʻi’s top tourist
industry, where indeed hula initially became known to the world. Today, there is a new look to
hula through its revitalization based on the traditional knowledge and teaching of hula. This
fairly recent development has positioned hula in a prominent position as an Indigenous
expression of Hawaiian art, attractive to new learners from around the world. This benefits hula
by now placing a greater responsibility on the Hawaiian teachers and students of hula to maintain
the essence of hula at its Hawaiian domain so that when it is shared with those outside of
Hawaiʻi, it is from the foundations of the Hawaiian culture.
As Naʻope states, “These kids have maybe come to you for one workshop and they think
they know everything. It took us twenty years and I’m still learning today…You never cease to
learn, not in music, not in dancing.”27 It takes many years of study, commitment and dedication
before a teacher decides whether a student has reached a satisfactory level of finesse. Teachers of
hula must also embrace new learning from the source of its traditions at home in order to
continue hula’s vitality. Hula masters and teachers, reserve the best hula learning for students
who prove themselves capable and ready in the eyes of the master.
Conclusion
I leʻa ka hula i ka hoʻopaʻa (hula is pleasing because of the ability of the drummer-chanter). The
word hoʻopaʻa in this context is to get down pat to word perfection and therefore emphasizes the
importance of the person(s) that presents the language and music of hula as one, so indispensable
for the execution of hula. Often times, it is the hula master him/herself that conducts the crucial
responsibility of hoʻopaʻa. This ‘ōlelo noʻeau (traditional Hawaiian saying) applies equally to
modern Hawaiian music and its hula.
“Those with specialized knowledge passed on their skills in arts and crafts, music and
dance, to selected individuals who, in turn, elaborated or simplified them, and passed them on
again.”28 It is with this expectation that what was given to us individually, will be perpetuated to
younger and future generations to ensure that hula and all components of this art will be honored
and respected. Each kumu hula, instructor, and student, must remember that hula is a traditional
art borne out of the Hawaiian culture. Though it has taken many forms over the last two
centuries, hula survived the many unfortunate disturbances in our history. Our ancestors have
found ways to continue hula practice despite its abolishment and we too can perpetuate our
traditional art in the face of globalization.
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